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Highlights 

 Recent cryo-EM technology allows near-atomic structural resolution of many 

complexes 

 Conformational changes, functionally relevant, hinder higher resolution of complexes 

 Most image processing procedures do not consider continuous conformational changes 

 New methods are needed to observe details of the change cycle directly from images 

 This review will help the future computational developments in cryo-EM 
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Abstract: Thanks to latest technical advances in cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), 

structures of macromolecular complexes (viruses, ribosomes, etc.) are now often obtained at 

near-atomic resolution. Also, studies of conformational changes of complexes, in connection 

with their function, are gaining ground. Conformational variability analysis is usually done by 

classifying images in a number of discrete classes supposedly representing all conformational 

states present in the specimen. However, discrete classes cannot be meaningfully defined 

when the conformational change is continuous (the specimen contains a continuum of states 

instead of a few discrete states). For such cases, first image analysis methods that explicitly 

consider continuous conformational changes were recently developed. The latest 

developments in cryo-EM image analysis methods for conformational variability analysis are 

the focus of this review. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) image collection and analysis technique referred to as 

single-particle analysis is based on the principle of reconstructing a 3D average structure from 

images (2D parallel-beam projections) of many copies of the same macromolecular complex 

(particle) at unknown random orientations and positions in a thin layer of vitreous ice untilted 

in the microscope [1]. The 3D reconstruction requires extracting particles into individual 

images (often referred to as single-particle images) and determining the particle orientation 

(three Euler angles) and position (in-plane coordinates of the particle centre) for each single-

particle image. For a high resolution of the reconstruction, images should be sorted in the way 

to obtain a 3D average structure by combining only images of identical particle structures.  

 

Thanks to recent instrumental and methodological developments for cryo-EM, near-atomic 

resolution of EM density maps is now more frequent [2-6] and studying  conformational 

dynamics of macromolecular complexes is allowed [7-10]. The term “multiparticle 

reconstruction” is sometimes used to refer to the reconstruction of multiple different 

structures coexisting in a sample. The multiparticle reconstruction involves a strategy of 
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sorting the mixed population of images into groups (classes) such that each class ideally 

contains images of only one structure. The majority of available computational methods 

simplify the problem of structural heterogeneity by assuming that the number of different 

structures in the sample is small (typically, smaller than 10), and rely on reducing this number 

by optimized biochemical specimen preparation protocols [11-17]. However, as 

macromolecular complexes are not rigid but flexible entities, the obtained classes may not be 

perfectly homogeneous (particles assigned to the same class will rarely, if ever, have perfectly 

identical structures). This flexibility is usually referred to as conformational flexibility.  

 

The class heterogeneity can also be partly explained by small errors made in determining the 

unknown parameters (orientation, position, and conformational state of each particle) due to a 

low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of cryo-EM images. Experimental techniques based on tilting 

the specimen have been proposed to reduce the number of unknown parameters [18-20], but a 

low quality of tilted data often makes the particle sorting as difficult as when using only 

untilted images. Thus, this review will be focused on computational methods for analyzing 

conformational variability of particles without tilting the specimen. 

 

For a long time, specimen heterogeneity had a completely negative connotation and was only 

seen as a factor limiting the resolution of 3D reconstruction. However, it has recently been 

shown that the identification of conformational transitions from heterogeneous samples can be 

useful for studying molecular mechanism of action of complexes [7-10,21,22]. These findings 

have changed our regard about specimen heterogeneity. In particular, they opened doors to 

studying continuous conformational changes (a continuum of conformational states rather 

than a few discrete states). The development of methods that explicitly address continuous 

conformational changes is currently in progress [7,8].  

 

Standard, class-based methods assuming a few discrete states will here be referred to as 

discrete-state methods while those exploring continuous conformational changes will be 

referred to as continuous-state methods. Among discrete-state methods, those performing the 

conformational variability analysis in 2D use either no prior structural information (ab initio 

methods) [11,12,23,24] or a 3D preliminary model to orient images [13,25-27]. Ab initio 

methods have a low robustness for low SNR data and have only been demonstrated in the 

context of separating images in two classes (e.g., small and large particles, ligand bound and 

unbound complexes, open and closed states). The main problem with methods using 3D 

preliminary models is that labeling of clusters in each projection direction, for their 

combination in multiple 3D reconstructions, may be relatively easy in the special, two-state 

case of presence and absence of an additional mass (e.g., bound and unbound ligand), but it is 

generally a difficult task. For these reasons, discrete-state methods performing conformational 

variability in 3D are currently more popular and will be reviewed here together with the latest 

developments for studying continuous conformational changes. 

 

DISCRETE-STATE METHODS BASED ON CONFORMATIONAL VARIABILITY 

ANALYSIS IN 3D 
Discrete-state methods that analyze conformational variability in 3D can be classified in the 

following three groups: multireference classification, maximum likelihood (ML) 

classification, and classification based on statistical analysis (Fig. 1). 
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Multireference classification  

Supervised multireference classification approaches require good prior knowledge of all 

conformational states coexisting in the sample. They use 3D references with expected features 

(also referred to as templates) to assign, to each particle image, the conformational state of the 

most similar 2D projection of 3D templates [28,29]. The main problem with these approaches 

is a bias towards the 3D templates as they are usually chosen subjectively.  

 

Approaches that iteratively refine alignment, reconstruction, and classification help reduce 

supervision and bias. They belong to the class of K-means clustering algorithms, with a first 

approach of this type (developed for 2D classification) dating back to 1985 [30]. In each 

iteration of 3D iterative multireference classification approaches, each image is assigned the 

conformational state, orientation, and translation parameters of the most similar 2D projection 

of 3D references and a 3D reconstruction is computed from each class of images (determined 

by the assigned conformational state) to update the 3D references for the next iteration 

[31,32]. Iterations are performed until obtaining stable 3D references. A good initial guess 

and a small number of necessary 3D references are required for a good performance of these 

methods. An approach adding 3D references incrementally has also been proposed [33], 

which makes the competition of 3D references for particles stronger and reduces the initial 

reference bias. This bias can alternatively be reduced by combining multireference 

classification with ML methods (discussed next), as shown in [34].  

 

ML classification 

ML methods estimate a set of density maps that best describe the given heterogeneous set of 

images while assuming independence among data pixels and Gaussian white noise model in 

real space or reciprocal space [14,15,35-37]. In a simplified form, they can be seen as 

multireference classification methods where the discrete assignments of image orientation, 

translation, and class membership (to one of a fixed number of classes) are replaced by 

probability-weighted integrations over all possible assignments. Each image contributes to all 

orientations and translations, and to all classes with some weight. These methods are less 

susceptible to initial model bias and overrefinement, especially with low SNR data. Several 

variants of the ML approach are available in EM software such as XMIPP [38], RELION 

[14], and FREALIGN [15]. Among them, implementations in RELION and FREALIGN are 

currently most popular [10,21,22,39,40]. While the FREALIGN approach assumes 

independence of real-space pixels (allowing to easily mask noise around the particle), the 

RELION approach assumes independence of reciprocal-space pixels (allowing to easily take 

into account the contrast transfer function of the microscope). Finally, a zero-mean Gaussian 

prior on reciprocal-space pixels, in RELION, makes a smoothing effect that mitigates 

accumulation of noise in the 3D reconstruction during the refinement process.  

    

ML methods are local multireference refinement methods, meaning that their results depend 

on initial 3D references. Incorrect initial references may lead to incorrect results. The initial 

references can be obtained by performing an iteration of ML optimization for randomly drawn 

subsets of data [35,37], by calculating reconstructions from random subsets of data as in the 

bootstrap approach (discussed next) [41], or by using known templates as in supervised 

multireference classification [28]. A low-pass filtering of initial references to 40-80 Å is 

normally recommended to reduce bias. Also, as the convergence of ML methods is not 

guaranteed, several rounds of them are usually required, following a hierarchical scheme 
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using heuristic criteria. The requirement for an initial setting (guessing) of the number of 

classes and the assumption of discrete conformational changes are the main limitations of ML 

methods. Different numbers of classes should be tested to find the largest number that 

produces classes with new features [42]. When the underlying changes are continuous, 

discrete classes cannot be meaningfully defined, even if the number of classes is increased at 

the price of higher computational cost, due to random fluctuations in the sampled density of 

states [43]. 

 

Classification based on statistical analysis 

Random resampling of a set of images allows estimating a global 3D variability from the 

variability of subsets. The global 3D voxel-by-voxel variance can be calculated based on a 

posteriori analysis of a large series of 3D reconstructions from sets of images obtained by 

random, bootstrap resampling of the given set of images [41]. The new sets, of the same size 

as the given set, are generated using a combination of duplication and removal of images 

randomly selected from the given set of images. Another approach to compute the 3D 

variance is by 3D reconstruction from 2D variance images calculated from particle images 

assigned to the same projection directions, where the projection-direction assignment is done 

by image alignment with a low-resolution preliminary model [9]. Penczek and collaborators 

have showed that 3D variance can be used to localize variable areas in the initial 3D 

reconstruction (obtained by combining all images) and sort particles in two classes 

corresponding to ligand binding and unbinding, which is referred to as focused classification 

[16]. Data classification based on eigenvector analysis (principal component analysis (PCA) 

or multivariate statistical analysis (MSA)) of a series of 3D reconstructions from randomly 

selected subsets of images has also been proposed [17,44].  

 

Resampling-based methods do not require a prior knowledge of conformers, but rely on a 

preliminary model (usually obtained by combining all images) to assign orientation and 

translation parameters to each image. While multireference and ML classification methods 

require that the number of classes is set before the data analysis (ideally, the number of 

classes should be known a priori), resampling-based methods allow setting this number at a 

later step (the number of classes can be determined after the 3D variance analysis, by making 

a balance between intraclass and interclass variances, which is less arbitrary than the setting 

of this number in the case of multireference and ML classification methods). 

 

Interestingly enough, methods based on eigenvector analysis allow mapping of the entire set 

of images onto a common low-dimensional space determined by the most important 

eigenvectors [17,45]. Such map of images can reveal whether the underlying conformational 

change is discrete or continuous, if the image mapping space is determined using eigenvectors 

of the actual covariance matrix. However, an efficient estimation of the covariance matrix is 

currently limited to images of small sizes [45] or image regions [46]. Alternatively, 

eigenvectors of this matrix can be estimated without the matrix estimation [17,47]. While the 

method proposed in [17] estimates the eigenvectors using a series of 3D reconstructions from 

random subsets of images, the method proposed in [47] estimates the eigenvectors directly 

from images using a likelihood-based approach to PCA. The covariance matrix can be 

assembled from the estimated eigenvectors, but its accuracy is not guaranteed due to the 

estimation errors.     
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CONTINUOUS-STATE METHODS 

While discrete-state methods assume a few distinct conformational states coexisting in the 

sample, continuous-state methods assume a continuum of conformational states i.e. 

continuous conformational changes and are under development. Currently, only two 

approaches consider continuous conformational changes explicitly. They are usually referred 

to as HEMNMA (Hybrid Electron Microscopy Normal Mode Analysis) [7,48] and manifold 

embedding [8,43]. These two approaches are presented in Figure 2 and discussed here. They 

represent images in a low-dimensional space specifically suited to the continuous nature of 

conformational changes and allow a 3D visualization of conformational changes along 

trajectories in this space. 

 

Manifold embedding 

The manifold embedding approach [8] analyzes conformational variability in 2D space 

determined by one projection direction (using images with virtually the same orientations) 

and, then, combines the conformational variability information obtained in different 

projection directions to visualize it in 3D space. In each projection direction, it maps images 

onto a low-dimensional space using the diffusion map technique, which is a nonlinear 

dimensionality reduction technique based on computing eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a 

diffusion operator on the data. The manifold embedding approach requires that the image 

orientation is determined first. It assumes that effects of orientational changes dominate those 

of conformational changes, meaning that heterogeneity is not excessive so that each image 

can be associated with the correct projection direction using standard methods that do not take 

into account conformational heterogeneity (e.g., projection matching with a density map 

reconstructed from the entire, heterogeneous set of images). 

 

HEMNMA 

HEMNMA [7] analyzes and visualizes conformational variability directly in 3D space. It first 

iteratively computes the parameters of orientation, translation, and conformation for each 

image. More precisely, a reference (pseudo)atomic structure (an input atomic structure or a 

pseudoatomic structure computed from an input EM density map [49]) is elastically deformed 

using normal modes, the deformed structure is converted into a density map, and 2D 

projections of that map are compared with each image until the best matching 2D projection 

(the best matching density map) is found for this image, which determines its optimal Euler 

angles, in-plane translations, and conformational parameters (M displacement amplitudes 

along M normal modes). HEMNMA minimizes the risk of initial model bias by using large 

populations of different test density maps for different images (the density maps generated by 

deforming the reference (pseudo)atomic structure). The conformational parameters 

determined for the ensemble of images are then analyzed by PCA or other linear 

dimensionality reduction method to map images onto a low-dimensional space. Trajectories 

of conformational changes may be identified by exploring the most densely populated regions 

in the low-dimensional space and the reference (pseudo)atomic structure can then be 

displaced along the trajectories to visualize the changes in 3D. Also, density maps can be 

reconstructed along the trajectories from images with similar conformations. A user-friendly 

HEMNMA graphical interface is available in Xmipp and Scipion [48]. The graphical interface 

additionally allows low-dimensional image mapping using nonlinear dimensionality reduction 

methods, but the trajectory animation is unavailable when using nonlinear methods (the 

conversion into the original displacement space cannot be done in such cases) [48].  
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Combining continuous-state methods with discrete-state methods 

The 3D density maps reconstructed along a trajectory obtained with a continuous-state 

method can be regarded as discrete samples of a continuous trajectory. Extrapolation of 

continuous trajectories from their discrete, unordered samples obtained by discrete-state 

methods has also been addressed. In this context, the method referred to as StructMap projects 

a set of 3D density maps obtained by discrete-state methods onto a low-dimensional space of 

their conformational distances [50]. StructMap models each density map by elastic 

deformations (using normal modes) of other density maps and performs a statistical analysis 

of their differences to project the maps onto a common low-dimensional space. Distances 

among density maps in the low-dimensional space can be analyzed to select maps that would 

later be used to finely extrapolate continuous trajectories by analyzing images with 

HEMNMA or with manifold embedding [50].  The selected maps would be used to compute 

the reference pseudoatomic structures for HEMNMA or to orient images for manifold 

embedding via projection matching [50]. An illustration of combining discrete-state and 

continuous-state methods is shown in Figure 3. 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

More often than to study conformational transitions, discrete-state classification methods are 

used to obtain high-resolution reconstruction of single conformations. Within the high-

resolution reconstruction strategies, classification methods are used to select a subset of 

images containing particles with most consistent views and conformations (i.e. only those 

assigned to the classes of highest resolution), and the 3D reconstruction is then computed 

using only that image subset. In this context, many particle images are thrown away without 

fully understanding reasons for their inconsistence with other particles. For instance, a 3D 

reconstruction at near-atomic resolution is sometimes obtained by collecting ~1 million 

particle images, but retaining only one half after a 2D classification and less than one fourth 

for the final 3D reconstruction [51]. 

 

However, the classes of lower resolution could come from a mixture of particles with 

different (possibly unique) conformations that are difficult to represent with the given, usually 

small number of classes. Discrete-state methods may provide a limited view of data 

heterogeneity due to the use of a small number of classes. Also, different discrete-state 

methods may produce different density maps using the same heterogeneous set of images, as 

in the case of a publicly available set of images of different states of EF-G binding to the 70S 

E. coli ribosome (a table showing the results obtained with this data set and different discrete-

state methods is provided in [24]). Continuous-state methods can provide a broader view of 

data heterogeneity than discrete-state methods, which was shown in [7] using the mentioned 

set of images of mixed states of EF-G binding to the 70S E. coli ribosome and other test data 

sets. Also, they can help identify trajectories of conformational changes. Furthermore, the 3D 

reconstruction at high resolution is possible from subsets of images along the trajectories, but 

requires enough large and homogeneous image subsets. Continuous-state methods are under 

active development and are expected to have high impact on studies of dynamics of 

macromolecular complexes.  
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Figure 1: Discrete conformational analysis methods reviewed here, referred to as discrete-

state methods. 
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Figure 2: Continuous conformational analysis methods reviewed here, referred to as 

continuous-state methods. 
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Figure 3: HEMNMA initialized with StructMap in the context of combining discrete-state 

and continuous-state methods. (A) StructMap projects a set of EM density maps obtained by a 

discrete-state method (here, ML classification method proposed in [35]) onto a low-

dimensional (here, 1D) density-map distance space (in this space, each density map is marked 
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with an index and a point). (B) HEMNMA projects a set of images onto a low-dimensional 

(here, 3D) image distance space using normal modes of a pseudoatomic structure from the 

density-map distance space shown in (A) (here, a pseudoatomic structure of density map 3) to 

interpret the conformation in each image (in the image distance space, each image is marked 

with a point). (C) Animated displacement of the pseudoatomic structure along trajectories 

identified by exploring the most densely populated regions in the distance space shown in (B). 

(D) 3D reconstructions of density maps from subsets of images with similar conformations 

according to the distribution shown in (B). PA 1-3: principal axes 1-3. The workflow is 

illustrated using DNA polymerase Pol B subunit complex of the eukaryotic primosome. 

The distance spaces, the pseudoatomic-structure animations, and the reconstructions used to 

illustrate the workflow were reproduced with permission from [50] (panel (A)) and [7] (panels 

(B)-(D)). 

 


